
 
 

Archibus V26.2 Webinar FAQs 

Q1. Is the field worker mobile application different from mobile client 4.0 and has that been released alongside v26.2? 

A1. The new field worker mobile app is being built on a different, more modern framework, not mobile client 4.0. 

Q2. Is the mobile maintenance app the same as the field worker app and when is that scheduled to be released?  

A2. The new field worker app is not the same as the current mobile maintenance app. The first release of the new app 

aims to be out before year's end. 

Q3. Can you add a console filter with Reports Central?  

A3. Yes. You can add a top filter console with multiple filters and also different types of filtering restrictions (ex. Equals, 

Like, Not Like, Is Any Of, etc.). The main filter console filters both the Chart and the Grid. The mini-filter on the grid, 

filters only the grid. 

Q4. Does Workplace booking restrictions have the ability to limit to specific seats?  

A4. Workplace booking restrictions can be on building, floor, division, department, or team. For teams, team space 

governs which specific rooms are assigned to which teams, and also the employees assigned to those teams. 

Q5. Using teams, can employees belong to multiple teams?  

A5. Yes, employees can belong to multiple teams 

Q6. Are AutoCAD annotative blocks and hatch patterns addressed in 26.2?  

A6. There has been no change to Smart Client Extension in this regard. 

Q7. Can we search a room number on a floor plan?  

A7. Yes, in Workplace you can search for specific room numbers. 

Q8. Where an employee is part of a team would you also assign them to a desk/room/workspace?  

A8. No, permanently assigned employees are best not assigned also to a team, at least as far team-room assignments 

go. 

Q9. Can you use reports to create your own custom maintenance worksheets, instead of using the standard ones?  

A9. With Reports Central you can build a grid report (with columns) that shows information about Work Requests and 

then export it to XLS as tabular report. Select the "All Work Requests" table and then from Select Fields choose what 

fields to make visible in your report (ex. Work Request Code, Building Code, Problem Type, etc.). 

Q10. Is there a plan to be able to add more than 4 documents to a work request? 

A10. Yes, we are planning to support unlimited number of documents users can attached to a work request in 26.3. 

Q11. How easy to add a zone for the neighborhood bookings?  

A11. Adding zones is fairly straightforward: adding big room polylines, cataloging those spaces, publishing, and data 

changes you can do on the Space Console to set up the new zones as hotelable and with capacities. 

Q12. Can the Space Utilization tool integrate with Seat Reservation apps as well? i.e., how much a space gets booked 

A12. The main aim of the space utilization POC is to integrate with occupancy sensor data. There are additional reports 

on hotel booking data. 

Q13. We are on older Archibus version. Is Maintenance console replacing BOC?  

A13. "Maintenance" is the new application name for "Building Operations." 



 
Q14. Can you add more than one field to sort on?   

A14. If the question is about Reports Central, then the answer is that currently you can sort only one field. 

Q15. Can you display different sections in work order/work request details based on type (OD vs PM)?  

A15. Not yet but this will be a great candidate for UserVoice ideas. 

Q16. Does fault detection use SLA to auto-create work orders or leave it for manual creation?  

A16. Archibus will auto-create work requests from high-priority diagnostics. Maintenance Managers have the flexibility 

to configure what diagnostics are high priority based on the analysis performed on the asset and the priority of the 

diagnostic. Also, SLAs govern how the work requests are processed and escalated.  Beside the automatic process, there 

is also the possibility to manually report a problem. 

Q17. Can you make the lockout tagout upload mandatory based on the task selected for the work request?   

A17. Not yet. It will be great to know about the use cases. Please enter a UserVoice idea or reach out to us. 

Q18. Is Mobile framework 4 meant to work in offline/online mode or what is the major difference between framework 3 

to 4?   

A18. Mobile framework 4 is the same as 3 in this regard. The major differences are: (1) Mobile Client 4.0 Android - 

removed dependency on the AppCache API. The Cordova version has been upgraded (2) Mobile Client 4.0 iOS - Cordova 

version is upgraded. The deprecated UIWebView is replaced with the WKWebView. Better performance and allows us to 

maintain the app on the Apple store. 

Q19. Can we know the release timeframe for the FieldWorker App?  

A19. We aim to release the first version before the end of the year. 

Q20. Is it possible to export the hotel usage reports to excel?   

A20. The report Bookings by Date Range is exportable to XLS.  

Q21. If a user books a seat, the system makes the surrounding seats unavailable. Is this on the roadmap?  

A21. This is not currently on the roadmap. Please suggest this on UserVoice if you think it's a competitive requirement. 

Q22. Are there limits to the number of records that can be returned using the reporting functionality?  

A22. No. If you would like to restrict the report you can choose to add filters. Also, if you have a different use case in 

mind, please feel free to add your idea to UserVoice and we can review it. 

Q23. How can workspace booking be beneficial to Building Operation Manager? I'm looking at the perspectives of 

integration with Building Automation System.  

A23. Workplace bookings do integrate with a maintenance process where used seats are set a status of "requires 

cleaning" that sets off work orders. After completion, spaces are made available again. 

Q24. Can space or room bookings go to an approval workflow?  

A24. We do not currently have an approval workflow for room bookings. 

Q25. Is Mobile 4.0 compatible with Version 26.1 or earlier?  

A25. No, customers will need to apply a patch if they want to use a WC version prior to 26.2. 

Q26. Can the space booking be hooked into MS Outlook calendar?  

A26. Space bookings are not hooked into MS Outlook. Exchange integration is available for meeting room reservations, 

and we're working on extending that functionality now. 

Q27. Can questionnaires be used on Mobile app as check lists during conduction maintenance activity?  

A27. The checklist/questionnaire should be created, attached to SLA before a work request is issued. However, you can 

add additional checklist/questionnaires to an SLA that associated with an issued work request as long as: (1) you attach 



 
the new questionnaire after the existing ones for the related SLA. (2) there is at least one "uncompleted" questionnaire 

for the issued work request before the newly added questionnaires/checklists 

Q28. At what point in an SLA can questionnaires be attached for workflow? 

A28. Questionnaires can be attached to SLA before the work requests are issued. There are some exceptions that users 

can attach additional questionnaire when the request is in "Issued" status (see answer for Q27). 

Q29. Does neighborhood booking work with social distancing?    

A29. You can adjust the capacities of neighborhoods to accommodate social distancing, but the aim of neighborhood 

bookings is to book a seat in a neighborhood without specifying the exact seat, and hotdesk when coming in. 

Q30. Will the equipment information be available on the mobile device as well?   

A30. Yes, the new field work mobile app will have some key equipment information, such as manufacturer, model #, 

warranty, life expectancy etc. 

Q31. Does Archibus plan to add functionality to Room Reservations in the future or is Hoteling the application you will 

move forward and develop?  

A31. We plan to move forward with both Reservations and Hoteling. However, they accommodate different use cases 

and their own parts on the roadmap. 

Q32. Are the document fields on the work request pop up drag and drop enabled?  

A32. Yes, drop-and-drop feature is supported for all document fields since 26.1. We plan to continue making 

enhancements to this feature. 

Q33. Is report central available for every user? Can you save and re-use and share the reports with others? And as the 

list of reports will grow how do you manage these reports?  

A33. Yes. You can save a report and then share it with a set of users that have access to the Application and Process to 

which you assign the report. They will see the reports in Reports Central, not on the navigator. No need to create a 

report for each user. 

Q34. Do you offer the hardware or is that another vendor?  

A34. Archibus does not directly offer hardware. 

Q35. Can you create groups where only specific people have access to book that group?  

A35. Yes, that's the option where you can define team spaces and then restrict bookings only to those teams. 

Q36. Are there utilization reports available?  

A36. Yes. There are several reports under Workplace Services \ Hoteling \ Management Reports and under Workplace 

Services \ Hoteling \ Operational Reports. 


